Even More Money
Please note that all information is provided ‘as is’ and no guarantees are given whatsoever as to the amount of profit you
will make if you use this system. Neither the seller of this system, the publisher or any affiliates can be held responsible
for any profits or losses from following this information, all betting involves an element of risk and you should never bet
with money you cannot afford to lose

You have purchased full resell rights to this superb system, you can sell
it on as many times as you wish and keep 100% of the profits!
As the name suggests this system simply means you bet on teams to finish
the match with an even amount of goals scored.
You can use this little system in the Australian summer football leagues or any
league that takes your fancy.
This is a very simple system that uses the law of averages to predict that a
game will finish
1-1, 2-2, 2-0, 0-2, 3-1, 1-3, 3-3, 4-0, 0-4, 4-2, 2-4 etc
Do not use this system in the first 3 weeks of any season, wait for 3 weeks
and use http://1x2stats.com/ to find an odd amount of goals in all of any teams
last 3 games, so non of the scores above can be in their last 3 games.
Do not use this system for teams currently in the top or bottom 3 of the league
you are looking at, they will have less chance of an even amount of goals.
You need to find a team with all of their last 3 games on the field they are
playing having an odd amount of goals scored, All you need to do is use a
decent bookmaker like Ladbrokes to bet on the their next game having an
even amount of goals.
Ladbrokes currently offer a £50 bet to all new customers, simply sign up
below to take advantage of this offer
Click Here to Join Ladbrokes

Check with both and place your bet with the best odds, the odds must be at
1.9 or 9/10.
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Now comes the clever part.
It doesn’t matter if you lose this bet, simply multiply your stake (amount you
bet) by 2.2 every time if you are on a losing streak, so if you where to bet
£100 on an even amount of goals in a match chosen with this system, say
you lose - bet £220 the second time on this team, if you lose again - bet £484.
Eventually the team will have an even amount of goals (maximum 6 games
after original bet for all English teams last season 2004/2005) and you will
have made a tidy profit.
As soon as the team you have chosen has had a game with an even amount
of goals scored then do no bet on this team again this season.
So you can win money whatever happens, start it 3 weeks from the beginning
of the season and bet on every team that has had an odd amount of goals in
their last 3 matches. Look for these scores in all of their last 3 games...
1-0, 0-1, 2-1, 1-2, 3-0, 0-3, 3-2, 2-3, 4-1, 1-4, 4-3, 3-4
If you lose the first bet simply multiply your stakes by 2.2 after every lose and
eventually your team must have a game that finishes with an even amount of
games.
The odds are hugely in your favour.
Do not start this system on a team 6 games or less from the end of the
season.
Choose a team that has had 3 previous games with an odd number of
goals in and back this team at 1.9 to have an even number of goals in
their next game.
If they don’t simply multiply your stakes by 2.2 every time you lose and keep
backing the team to have an even amount of goals in every following game
they play, it will happen between 1 and 6 games after you have started the
system and you will profit. Then stop using that team for the system.
You need a relatively large betting bank for this system, around 20 times your
original stake on the team, but statistically if you follow the system it is
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impossible to lose. In fact during the whole of last season the most you would
have ever had to bet would have been 20x your original stake!
Hope you like this simple system. Enjoy It!!!!!
Click Here to Join Ladbrokes and a Get £50 Free Bet if You're New!

*Free Bet offers listed have terms and conditions. Please read them on site
before placing a bet. Please Gamble Responsibly. 18+
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